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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
SAVE OUR WILDERNESS AND FORESTS NOW !
MS. ANGELINA GRAMMATICO CLINTON TWP MICH 48038
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness. I visited Pt. Reyes a few
years ago with my family and was impressed with the natural beauty unlike anything I've ever seen.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their

wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
Drakes Estero is vital to our fragile ecosystem. The whole world won't be able to recover if this wildlife refuge is destroyed.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I strongly urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West
Coast's only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 08:00:44
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drake's Estero wilderness next year, as has long been intended. It is in the public interest to create the West
Coast's only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drake's Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Point Reyes is a unique and precious, delicate ecosystem and refuge - and the Drake Estero within it is an irreplaceable natural
asset.
Oysters are not the be-all and end-all of seafood. I love oysters, but not at the expense of this wonderland. An oyster company
commercial enterprise should not be allowed to disrupt and permanently alter the paradise.
Enabling this is not sound management on the part of NPS!
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I ask you to go ahead and protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the
West Coast's only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to
be implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be

implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness. Have you been to this
place? It needs to be protected!
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness. AS much as I enjoy
oysters,I feel the wilderness is fighting for its survival and it is in our long term intersts to protect this area for generations to
come, Thank you, Edna Jamati
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and

best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
The climate impacts on the water quality will diminish the oyster shell, change the compositions of microorganisms around the
oyster, etc. The prospects for a sustainable operation do not seem expectable. I do not know of anything in operation or
preparation to prevent hypoxic syndroms in the refuge. Both interests are not sustainable. Do the best for the refuge status quo
ecology.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in

designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and

would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended.

I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
DO IT NOW!
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I can not stress the importance of protecting our National Parks and wilderness areas. I urge you to protect Drakes Estero
wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's only marine wilderness for the
enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be implemented, which is an immense
compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish
take shelter in eel grass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their wildlife, I urge you to uphold the
longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness. National park wilderness is for wildlife and public
enjoyment, not private commercial use.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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There is no reason to allow commercial interests to harvest oysters from a wilderness area when it is easy to commercially farm
oysters.
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
This small part of our earth is very special to my wife and I and a large number of our friends across this country. each of us
have spent years working for and in parks of all types to help both visitors and the animals that they came to see. If there are any
decisions to be made that may threaten the protection we were promised would soon be implemented, please be sure that you
side with our nature and wildlife. We can not remake these wild places once they are destroyed. We all certainly hope to see the
POINT REYES WILDERNESS WE WERE TOLD WOULD BE THERE FOR MANY GENERATIONS TO COME. IF YOU
DECISION MAKERS ALLOW MORE OYSTERING AFTER THE PERMIT EXPIRES THEN WE WILL BE VISITING
THE POINT TO BEGIN PROTESTS AND MANY OF US R.V.ERS WILL FIND WAYS TO VOICE OUR DISPLEASURE
WITH ALL OF THOSE IN POSITIONS OF "DECISION MAKERS". NO MATTER WHO THEY ARE.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness. Current and Future
generations will thank you!
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
Please protect this habitat for it's rare qualities. The nation needs a west coast refuge of this distinction. Save Drakes Estero for
our future generations to explore and visit. More importantly, save it for the birds.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their

wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

We are foolish to ignore the value of our precious resources. They are an integral part of the local ecosystem and food chain, as
well as a major factor in our quality of life. Short term goals are simply short-sighted.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their

wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast!
It's high time Congress votes in favor of the environment, rather than stuff their pockets with $$$ from lobbyists for BIG
BUSINESS!!
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero

and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and

best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness. I personally have visited
this area many times and I can't tolerate any further delay in protecting this pristine enviroment for all future generations of
Americans that visit this nature's most perfect sea coastal region must be preserved now & forever.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under

widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop

over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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My wife and I have visited Point Reyes and it is one of the marvels of the earth and our country. I urge you to protect Drakes
Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's only marine wilderness for
the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be implemented, which is an immense
compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish
take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their wildlife, I urge you to uphold the
longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness. It is essential that we look beyond any special interests or
extensions at this time, when our planet, our country, is in critical need of all the wilderness it can get.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero

and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
Please keep this for our future Americans to enjoy. God Bless America !
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero

and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
Why should private profit take precedence over publicly-owned land? This is a marine wilderness treasure and needs to be
maintained as such. It belongs to the public and to the animal and plant inhabitants.
No extension for the oyster business operating permit!
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness. Having been there to
observe the elephant seals, I found it an amazing place that should be protected for these beautiful animals.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be

implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be

implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness. Please protect our marine
wilderness!
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
Please do n ot delay in protecting this refuge ......wildlife needs our help to stay alive for future generations.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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pLEASE protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's only
marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be implemented,
which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals
give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their wildlife, I urge you to
uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness. Thank you. Sincerely,
Dr. Robert A. Cospito
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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pLEASE protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's only
marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be implemented,
which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals
give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their wildlife, I urge you to
uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their

wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. This area is an amazing display of nature's beauty
and diversity and it is in the public interest to create the West Coast's only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The
public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself.
Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass.
This is a place I want to enjoy with my grandchildren and as someone who has long enjoyed our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness. Let this decision be part
of your legacy to future generations.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be

implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
The park belongs to the people, not the oyster company.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be

implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness. Please I don't want to
sing this refrain that has been sung too often, "Don't it always seem to go, that you don't know what you've got 'til it's gone."
Famed U.S. conservationist, Aldo Leopold defined conservation-"Land health is the capacity of the land for self-renewal.
Conservation is our effort to understand and preserve this capacity." Please conserve Drakes Estero winderness!
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
As a longtime volunteer at Pt. Reyes, I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop

over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

It was intended for good reason:wilderness is our inspiration, as essential as home and food and air and money.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness. This is in the best
interest of the citizens of the United States.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside

for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Wildlife is so threatened in our world, today that I am concerned and want to help what remains to be preserved.
I do not see the oyster works to have sufficient importance to merit their continued intrusion into this sanctuary.
I grew up in (Richmond Calif.) and love the whole coast around Point Reyes.
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop

over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge nestled next to one of the most
beautiful and ecologically interesting places I know -- Point Reyes National Seashore. Point Reyes is really a magical place,
which has managed to coexist with dairy farms for decades. The special use permit for DBOC, however, poses a bigger threat to
the ecology of the seashore than grazing cows do. I urge you to reject the request for a special use permit.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
A National Park is the LAST PLACE commercial private interests should be operating. A National Park should always remain
as pristine as possible. Please do not make a horrible mistake by allowing an oyster company to operate in this beautiful
important National Park
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero

and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and

best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park

resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
As one who has spent considerable time exploring Point Reyes, I find it troubling that the fragile ecosystem of Drake's Estero is
being put at risk for the benefit of a minor commercial interest. Protect not plunder!
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under

widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back. Keep your word on this issue!
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource

and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish,
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats, and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
Having been to Point Reyes many years ago, I still can see the huge waves crashing on to the shore through the mist of that day.
Please protect this beautiful place.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy

example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
We have to start protecting out wildlife resources. Please keep the refuge pristine and do not allow the oyster fishing vessels in
that area as promised.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness. Please honor the promise
made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy example and reward the public
with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
Sincerely, Susan Standley 224 Glen Road Sparta, NJ 07871-3172
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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We urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West
Coast's only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, We urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
Drakes Estero is a refuge for wildlife, where harbor seals give birth and migratory birds rest and feed during long journeys.
Visitors should be able to enjoy it in its full glory instead of continued commercial oyster operations that include thousands of
motorized boat trips each year.
National park wilderness is for visitors and wildlife conservation, not private commercial use.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Hightower, Chris
National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 10:35:43
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be

implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Ellison, Carol
National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 10:35:43
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Bege, Lorraine
National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 10:35:43
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
This is one of the most beautiful spots on the Ca. coast. I can't believe anyone could think of using this for commercial use.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Overbey, Linda
National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 10:35:53
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be

implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Whipps, Elizabeth
National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 10:35:53
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Taylor, Joanna
National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 10:36:05
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 10:36:11
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Deming, Patrick
National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 10:36:26
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Morales, Margaret
National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 10:36:26
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 10:36:26
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness. My family vacationed in
the national parks every year and I continue to do so with my family - 60 years of vacations. As a nation protected wilderness is
vital.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 10:36:54
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Borowiec, Josselyn
National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 10:37:06
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Bennett, Amie
National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 10:37:10
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Britton, Melissa
National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 10:37:13
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Mccullagh, Charlie
National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 10:37:18
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Madden, Neahle
National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 10:37:18
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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33043
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Document:
Rebar, Andra
National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 10:37:20
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Document:
Zelaya, Marta
National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 10:37:28
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Naylor, Brent
National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness. There's been enough
death at our hands. Leave the other life this gem.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
There are SO FEW PLACES for americans to go and see the "real" world. The authentic, wild, actual world. PLEASE please
help us with this. America depends on it!
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero

and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and

best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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When living in California I used to visit this area often and it is much to special not to be protected as a marine wilderness!!
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
Our parks were not created for private businesses to profit at our expense; they were created for everyone to enjoy and as a
refuge for animals. Do not renew the permit for Drakes Bay Oyster Company.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I respectfully urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the
West Coast's only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to
be implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their

wildlife, I respectfully urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Snyder, Connie
National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 10:48:33
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 10:48:33
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be

implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness. I agree. We must protect

this unique marine treasure. Marine life supports a rich ecology of organisms. If this system is destroyed by commercial
interests, it will be lost. Please support the Drakes Estero Refuge and protect it from destructive intrusions.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural

resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park

resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero should be kept wild, not commercialized!! Please. I ask you urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next
year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of the
California residents. Keep it wild, don't commercialize it.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Dear National Park Service,

Document:

43390

As a great believer of the Park Service and as a former resident of Inverness, Ca. I think that it is imperative that Drake's Bay
Oyster Co. be allowed to stay the vital business that they have been since the 1930's. They are an important employer, family
destination, and critical element in the survival of West Marin's agriculture and heritage.
Thank You. Lani Howell Kamuela, HI.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and

would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Point Reyes Wilderness is one of the most important and impressive wilderness areas in California. Please preserve it for future
generations.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Dobryn, Renata
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
Oh please - I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. I visited there about 10 years ago and it
lives in my memory. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The
public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself.
Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass.
As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this
very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop

over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I have been to this area with my family several times and ask you to do everything in your power to protect Drakes Estero
wilderness for the American people. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's only marine wilderness for the
enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be implemented, which is an immense
compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish
take shelter in eelgrass. As an American who enjoys immensely our nation's national parks and their wildlife, I urge you to
uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness. The Estero is one of our nation's rarest public
treasures and should be maintained that way in its entirety forever.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their

wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 10:54:28
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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As one who has spent time in Point Reyes National Seashore and marveled at its rugged beauty, I urge you to protect Drakes
Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's only marine wilderness for
the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be implemented, which is an immense
compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish
take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their wildlife, I urge you to uphold the
longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Don't you find it amazing that no other marine wilderness exists on the West Coast? when this one is gone ... there are no more.
I strongly urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West
Coast's only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass.
As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this
very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Correspondence:

I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass.
As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this
very special resource to wilderness. Please stand by the planned deadline to convert this refuge to National Park status.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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extend the fishing.....damm the tree huggers....andrew merlo
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
There is not enough wild space for public access in relation to our population. The people need it, and the flora and fauna need
undisturbed habitat. Preserve our wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy

example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
We, the American people, cannot allow commercial businesses the freedom to destroy irreplaceable natural resources for the
sake of profits, now. We expect our elected representatives and our natural resource agency staffs to represent the views and
wishes of all of our people, not just a selected subset of corporations and the wealthiest individuals.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be

implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
This is one of my favorite places, even though I do not live in California. I keep going back to this area and it should be
protected from future use.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside

for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Protect Mother Earth!!!
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I am writing to ask that you protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year. It is in the public interest to create and protect this West
Coast's marine wilderness for all Americans.
We have waited nearly forty years for these protections to be implemented. Drakes Estero is a valuable refuge for migrating
birds, harbor seals and fish.
As someone who visits this area with my family from Missouri and enjoys many of our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I ask that you support the plan to convert this very beautiful and special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy

example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their

wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to allow continued oyster fishing in the Drakes Estero wilderness. this area has been fished for years with no harm to
the environment. The future of Drakes Estero is not at stake, so I urge you to issue the special use permit requested by Drakes
Bay Oyster Co. They not only provide employment to people, but also provide food for the Country. We cannot go overboard
with trying to protect the environment, God gave us this planet to use.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year.
Our grandchildren will thank you for creating the West Coast's only marine wilderness for all to enjoy. The public has waited
nearly four decades for these protections to be implemented...an immense compromise, don't you agree?
Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass.
As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this
very special resource to wilderness.
We and our future generations thank you!
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be

implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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This is an important issue!
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource

and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be

implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop

over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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As an environmentalist who signs many petitions upholding preservation of the natural world I completely disagree with the
intent of this petition. The oyster farm at Drakes Estero is a place I have visited many times. My children have toured the facility
and my husband has used the parking lot at the farm to put in his kayak for a paddle down the Estero. The owners of the oyster
farm raise the oysters using methods that are gentle on the environment. They also raise organic, grass fed cows and sell the
meat in a small shop. The oyster farm occupies a small area (a couple of acres?) near the head of Drakes Estero and does not
adversely affect the wildlife or impede the public enjoyment of the Estero.

Point Reyes National Seashore is a peninsula that has beautiful beaches, esteros, and wildlife habitat. Additionally, it is covered
with dairy farms, which cover nearly the entire inner peninsula. These farms are environmentally intrusive and they have, by
necessity, left the open countyside fenced off to the public. They are messy and without a doubt environmentally damaging.
Runoff from the urine and feces surely polutes the waterways of Point Reyes. If you want to clean up Point Reyes, get rid of the
dairies. Barring that, it is disingenuous to attack a small family oyster farm that takes up a couple acres of land and doesn't harm
the environment.
Oysters cannot be grown just anywhere. PLEASE RENEW THE OYSTER FARM PERMIT!
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American

public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.

Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I'm writing to ask you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's only
marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all.
As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their wildlife, Please uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very
special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I care about this wilderness area. Please protect it.

43390

I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
Thanks,
Elizabeth J. King
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.

National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be

implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
Please save this area as it is so very important. Thank you.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be

implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
Save our vauable sealife and birds from destruction by big business. Our National Parks are our best defence against the
intrusion of commercialism in many areas including Drakes Estero. PLEASE KEEP IT NATURAL!
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's

only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their

wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.

In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a

rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 12:31:24
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 12:31:24
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Washburn, Ted
National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
Nov,12,2011 12:31:24
Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I implore you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West
Coast's only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
This sounds like a place I'd like to vacation.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine

wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wildernessm not only for the enjoyment of all, but to assist in ecological balance. A wilderness is a place where
native species can remain and be a souce for the rest of the area. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections
to be implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness. I consider it a simple
issue. Keep it simple. Keep it natural. We have so little of it left. The government is so often accused of being wishy
washy;prove you're not. The law says the area gets full wilderness designation? Then so be it. Everybody involved was aware of
the deadlines/timelines. The needs of the many outweigh the needs of the few.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
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Web Form
Please, I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West
Coast's only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all.
The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself.
Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass.
As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this

very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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National Parks Conservation Association Unaffiliated Individual
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.

I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred

Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
Please protect this amazing area! My husband and I have been looking forward to visiting the area.It has so much plant and
animal diversity. Please protect it, for our generation and future generations.
I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Web Form
I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.

Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Web Form
Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
Sincerely, Linda Halverson 8119 Flint Rd. Columbus, OH 43235
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.

We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy

example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
Sincerely,
Marion Collier 1178 N Glenhurst Drive Birmingham, MI 48009-1014 United States
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under

widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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Drakes Estero is a national ecological treasure and should become a protected wilderness area. It has outstanding natural
resources, including one of California's largest harbor seal colonies and tens of thousands of shorebirds, waterfowl, native fish
and endangered species that use its wetlands, mudflats and eelgrass beds.
In the 1976 Point Reyes Wilderness Act, Congress recognized Drakes Estero as a unique recreational and biological resource
and promised that this irreplaceable resource would formally become a wilderness area when non-conforming uses were
eliminated. Your agency permitted a commercial oyster company to grow non-native oysters and clams on 1,050 acres in
Drakes Estero for 40 years, or until 2012.
Your own draft environmental impact statement reveals the extensive damage that the existing operation has caused to Drakes
Estero and Point Reyes National Seashore's beaches. As you know, commercial operations of any kind are not permitted in
designated wilderness areas because of such damage. Further, the Park Service's Organic Act mandates protection of park
resources and values and strictly limits commercial operations.
Your approval of the proposal to extend the oyster company's permit would be contrary to the Point Reyes Wilderness Act and
would establish a dangerous precedent at a time when America's public lands and environmental laws are already under
widespread attacks in Congress and elsewhere.
We've been waiting long enough. It is time to allow that permit to expire and to honor Congress' commitment. We want our bay
back.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time

to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West

Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as planned. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's only
marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be implemented,
which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals
give birth and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their wildlife, I urge you to
uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.

Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I am writing to urge the National Park Service to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year as long-intended. The American
public deserves to have the West Coast's only marine wilderness protected for future generations to enjoy. Drakes Estero is a
rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop over, harbor seals give birth, and fish spawn. It deserves the highest level of
protection as Congress long-intended. As someone who enjoys our nation's spectacular national parks, I urge you to not
undermine protections at Drakes Estero and succumb to special interests seeking to commercialize these special places.
I urge the National Park Service and the Department of the Interior to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness
and is the environmentally preferred alternative. The NPS is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources,
as stated in the Seashore's legislation, and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting
this park. Our national parks are for the people and wildlife protection, not commercial exploitation. The environmental review
shows that alternative "A" best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other wildlife and plants. Drakes Estero is our only marine
wilderness on the West Coast, and it is irreplaceable, while oysters can be grown elsewhere.
National Parks and wilderness areas are treasured by the majority of Americans and are for the public interest, not for private
commercial exploitation. By protecting wilderness, the National Park Service will set a positive policy example while
commercializing it will set a negative example and help others seek their special exemptions from national park laws.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be

implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.
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I urge you to protect Drakes Estero wilderness next year, as long intended. It is in the public interest to create the West Coast's
only marine wilderness for the enjoyment of all. The public has waited nearly four decades for these protections to be
implemented, which is an immense compromise in itself. Drakes Estero is a rare wildlife refuge where migrating birds stop
over, harbor seals give birth, and fish take shelter in eelgrass. As someone who enjoys our nation's national parks and their
wildlife, I urge you to uphold the longstanding plan to convert this very special resource to wilderness.
I urge you to select alternative "A", which protects marine wilderness next year and is the Environmentally Preferred
Alternative. The National Park Service is mandated to provide maximum protection to the natural resources at Drakes Estero
and selecting this alternative is the most consistent with the laws and policies affecting this park. Our national parks are set aside
for the public and for wildlife protection, and after waiting nearly 40 years for private commercial use rights to expire, it's time
to give the estuary the protection it needs. The environmental review shows that alternative "A" is best for public policy, and
best protects harbor seals, fish, birds and other natural resources. Drakes Estero is our only marine wilderness on the West
Coast, and is irreplaceable, while oysters can be commercially grown elsewhere.
Please honor the promise made for a protected marine wilderness at Drakes Estero. In doing so, you will set a good policy
example and reward the public with an enduring legacy feat found nowhere else on the West Coast.

